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ABSTRACT 
We consider a state covariance assignment problem with measurement noise. We 
derive a unified solution for both the continuous-time and the discrete-time case, 
based on a symmetric matrix equation of quadratic type. The solution includes (1) the 
existence condition for a feedback gain which assigns a specified covariance, (2) an 
explicit parametrization of the entire set of feedback gains that assign a specified 
covariance. We can show that the previous results for free-measurement noise can be 
readily derived as special cases. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The covariance control theory [4] has been proposed to provide a direct 
approach for achieving individual performance goals for each output variable, 
and to promote the integration of modeling and control problems. Since its 
specification is the covariance matrix of the closed-loop system rather than a 
scalar performance index such as the H, and H, norms, it has the potential 
to give a design method for multiobjective control. One of the most funda- 
mental covariance control problems is to find a feedback gain which assigns 
the specified closed-loop state covariance. The problem is referred to as the 
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state covariance assignment @CA) p ro bl em. We note that though the SCA 
problem is formulated to find a constant feedback gain, it is applicable to the 
design of a dynamic compensator by a simple modification. 
Skelton and Ikeda [8] and Yasuda and Skelton [lo] solved an SCA 
problem for continuous-time systems, where linear combinations of the 
partial state variables are available for feedback. Hsieh and Skelton [5] 
showed the solution of the discrete-time version of the same problem. The 
SCA problems they considered lead to possible extensions. In developing 
them, we should not overlook the existence of measurement noise in real 
control situations. Hence, it is quite unnatural for us to assume that output 
signals can be measured without noise, and we must investigate the output 
feedback case with measurement noise for control system design. 
In this paper, we consider an SCA problem where some output variables 
are disturbed, but the others are measured without noise. Although it may 
seem reasonable to assume that all the output variables are corrupted by 
measurement noise, it is not, for the following two reasons: (1) The design 
problem for a dynamic covariance controller is reduced to an SCA problem 
with partial measurement noise, even if the plant output is fully disturbed by 
measurement noise, as will be shown in Section 2. (2) If we consider the 
general noise structure which covers both the noise free case and the 
full-noise case, we can discuss each one of the previous results as a special 
case of the general formulation. These considerations make great differences 
from the recent work by Skelton and Iwasaki [9], where they assume that all 
the output variables are corrupted. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a solution for the SCA problem 
with measurement noise, where we make no assumption on the structure of 
the noise. We first show that both the continuous-time and the discrete-time 
SCA problem are equivalent, from a mathematical viewpoint, to solve a 
symmetric matrix equation of quadratic type. By solving the equation, we 
derive a unified solution for both the continuous-time and the discrete-time 
cases. The solution includes (1) the existence condition for a constant 
feedback gain which assigns a specified covariance, (2) an explicit 
parametrization of the entire set of the feedback gains which assign a 
specified covariance. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we formulate the SCA 
problem using a generalized plant. A related symmetric matrix equation is 
introduced to treat continuous-time and discrete-time cases uniformly in 
Section 3. Section 4 gives a solution for the symmetric matrix equation, and 
we discuss some special cases of the problem. The proofs of theorems and 
corollaries are found in Section 5. Section 6 offers some conclusions. 
Throughout this paper, (*)r and (*)’ represent the transpose and the 
Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix, respectively. 
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2. STATE COVARIANCE ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM 
In this section, we give a general setting for the state covariance assign- 
ment @CA) p ro bl em [4] for continuous-time and discrete-time systems. 
The basic block diagram used in this paper is shown in Figure 1, where .Y 
denotes the generalized (continuous-time or discrete-time) plant and K is the 
constant feedback gain. The state space representation of Z?is taken to be of 
the form 
Bx = Ax + B,w + B,u, 
(2-l) 
y = C,x + D,,w, 
where the operator g is defined by 
i 
X(t) 
gx ‘= x[ k + l] 
(continuous time), 
(discrete time). (2.2) 
The signals x E sn, w E sml, u E 31i”z, and y E % r* represent the state, 
exogenous input, control input,, and measured output, respectively. B,w and 
D,,w denote the system and the measurement noises, respectively. BID:, 
reflects the correlation between the system noise and the measurement noise. 
X 
FIG. 1. State covariance assignment problem. 
W 
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It is easy to see that the closed-loop system @ is represented by 
9.x = A,x + B,w, (2.3) 
where A, and B, are defined by 
A, := A + B,KC,, B, := B, + BPKD21 (2.4) 
Thus, the Lyapunov equation for the closed-loop system @ is as follows: 
Continuous-time case: 
Discrete-time case: 
A,X + XA; + B,B,T = 0. (2.5) 
A&IT,-X+B,B;=O. (2.6) 
Suppose that the closed-loop system Q, is stable and that the exogenous 
input w is a white Gaussian stochastic noise with zero mean and no 
correlation with initial condition rO, i.e., 
8{w} = 0, 8( xowT) = 0 
hold, where Z(a) denotes the expectation. Moreover, for simplicity, we 
assume without loss of generality that the intensity of the exogenous input w 
is unit1 i.e., 
k7{w(t)wT(7)} = s(t - 7)Zm, (continuous time), 
cz{w[ i]WT[j]} = sijzml (discrete time), 
where 8(t) and aij denote the Dirac and Kronecker delta functions, respec- 
tively. Then it is well known that the closed-loop state covariance matrix X is 
’ If this is not the case, just set B, and D,, as follows: B, + BIW”‘, Dn + D,,W”‘, 
where W > 0 denotes the covariance of w. 
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defined as 
( 
)i; Z{X(t)Xr(t)} (continuoustime), 
“= /ilim 8{x[k]rT[k]} (discrete time) 
and it satisfies the Lyapunov equation (2.5) [(2.6)] in the continuous-time 
[discrete-time] case. 
We can now pose the state covariance assignment problem (SCA prob- 
lem) as follows: 
DEFINITION 2.1 @CA problem). For any given generalized plant 17, find 
(1) the necessary and sufficient condition on X > 0 for the existence of a 
K satisfying (2.5) [(2.6)] in th e continuous-time [discrete-time] case; 
(2) an explicit formula of K in terms of X and the matrices in .V?, which 
satisfy (2.5) [(2.6)] in th e continuous-time [discrete-time] case. 
We refer to the necessary and sufficient conditions as X assignability 
conditions. 
REMARK 2.1. Suppose that K = K, and X = X, > 0 satisfy the 
Lyapunov equation (2.5) [(2.6)] in the continuous-time [discrete-time] 
case. The following reasonable weak assumption guarantees the closed-loop 
stability as a sufficient condition. 
ASSUMPTION 2.1. 
(1) The pair (A, B,) is stabilizable. 
(2) One has 
where R, denotes the set of complex numbers on the imaginary axis for the 
continuous-time case and on the unit circle for the discrete-time case. 
The assumption is a slight generalization of Lemma 1 in [lo]. We also 
note that Assumption 2.1 is not necessary to derive all the results in the rest 
of this paper, since it is only required in order to make the SCA problem 
meaningful as a control problem. 
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REMARK 2.2. A number of control problems are related to the SCA 
problem, for example, 
(1) controllability/observability Gramian assignment [lo], 
(2) a certain class of H, control problems [9]. 
REMARK 2.3. Feedback controllers of any fmed order lead to the same 
mathematical structure as in (2.5) [(2.6)]. C onsider given any linear system of 
order np, 
.9x, = A, xp + Bplw + Bpp, 
(2.7) 
Y = C,,x, + Dp,w 
driven by a linear controller 
gxk = A,x, + B,y, 
(2.8) 
u = Ckxk + D,y, 
where xP E %“P, w E S2”, u E %?“p, y E %Pz, and xk E %“k. By using 
the matrices in (2.7), (2.8) and an identity matrix Ia1 of dimension nk, we 
define 
A=[: 01, Bl=[B;‘]. Bz=[B;z Iyk]> 
C, = [‘i2 Iy,]> D,, = [Drl] 
Then the closed-loop system combined with (2.7) and (2.8) can be expressed 
in the same form (2.31, where K is given by 
K := 
Therefore, it is general enough to consider only the constant-feedback case. 
Note that even if the controller is also affected by noise, i.e., the 
controller is realized as 
(2.9) 
g’“k = AkXk + E,w + B,y, 
U = Ckxk + E,w + D,y, 
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the closed-loop system can be written in the same form (2.3) by changing B, 
to 
3. RELATED SYMMETRIC MATRIX EQUATION 
In this section, we first point out that both the continuous-time and 
discrete-time SCA problems can be reduced, from a mathematical viewpoint, 
to solving a symmetric matrix equation. We also consider the relationship 
between the matrix equation and some important special cases as a control 
problem. 
Let us expand the continuous-time Lyapunov equation (2.5) as 
(AX + XAr + BIB;) + B&(C,X + D,,B;) 
+(C,X + D,,B;)?B,T + B,K(D,,D;,)KTB,T = 0. 
We also expand the discrete-time Lyapunov equation (2.6) as 
(AXA’ - X + BIB;) + B,K(C,XAT + D,,B;) 
+(C,XAT + D,,B$KTB; + B,K(C,XC,T + D,,D;,)KTB,T = 0. 
It is easy to see that both the continuous-time and discrete-time SCA 
problems are essentially the same from the viewpoint of mathematics. The 
relation is given by the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1. Define matrices Q = Q’, R 2 0, and S using matrices 
A, B,, B,, C,, D,, in any given generalized plant SF and a specified X > 0 as 
follows: 
Continuous-time case: 
Q := AX + XAT + BIB;, (3.1) 
R := D,, DTl, (3.2) 
S := C,X + D,,B;. (3.3) 
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Discrete-time case : 
Q := AXAT - X + B, B;, (3.4) 
R := C, XC; + D,, DL1, (3.5) 
S := C, XAT + D,, B;. (3.6) 
A specified X > 0 is assignable if and only if the related symmetric matrix 
equation 
Q + B,KS + (B,K+ + B,KRKTB,T = 0 (3.7) 
has a solution K, i.e., 2 # 0, where z%? is the set of all possible solutions. In 
this case, 3 gives a class of all feedback gains which assign X as a covariance 
of the closed-loop system. 
Before showing the solution of the symmetric matrix equation (3.71, we 
discuss the relation to the control problems in detail. 
The following special cases of the SCA problem are interesting as control 
problems: 
Cl. All the outputs are corrupted by measurement noise, i.e., rank 
D,, = P2* 
C2. All the measurement are noise free, i.e., D,, = 0. 
C3. State feedback, i.e., C, = Z and D,, = 0. 
In such cases, the symmetric matrix equation (3.7) to be considered has some 
related conditions. Another special case of the SCA problem to be considered 
is dynamic feedback with measurement noise: 
C4. Plant outputs are not noise free, i.e., DP,, Z 0. 
Table I summarizes the additional conditions to the symmetric matrix 
equation (3.7) and the related theorem or corollaries. The additional condi- 
tions automatically hold in the corresponding special cases. 
TABLE 1 
SPECIAL CASES OF THE SCA PROBLEM 
Static feedback Dynamic feedback 
rankDzl =p, D,, = 0 C, = 1, D,, = 0 D p21 # 0 
Cont. R>O R=O R = 0, S > 0 
(Corollary 4.1) (Corollary 4.4) (Corollary 4.6) (Theorem 4.1) 
Disc. R>O R>O R > 0, p, = n R>O 
(Corollary 4.1) (Corollary 4.1) (Corollary 4.3) Corollary 4.1) 
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REMARK 3.1. Previous results in covariance control correspond to special 
cases C2 and C3. The continuous-time and the discrete-time SCA problem of 
the special case Cl have been independently investigated by Skelton and 
Iwasaki [9]. 
REMARK 3.2. Consider the continuous-time SCA problem of dynamic 
feedback. Even if Dp,, has full row rank, D,, does not (see Remark 2.3). 
Thus no condition is added to the symmetric matrix equation (3.7). It may be 
possible to consider the structure of .Y and reduce the SCA problem in this 
case. This problem is independently considered by Iwasaki, Skelton, and 
Corless [6], assuming that D,,, has full row rank. 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
Let matrices B E !Itflx”, Q E BnXn, R E ‘%p’P, and S E ‘%pxn be 
given where Q = Q’, R = RT > 0, and rank R = r. We focus on a symmet- 
ric matrix equation of quadratic type: 
Q + BKS + (BK# + BZCRKTBT = 0, (4.1) 
where we replace B, by B in (3.7) just for notational simplicity. 
The purpose of this section is to derive the solution of the symmetric 
matrix equation (4. l), which is equivalent to the SCA problem with proper 
definitions of B, Q, R, and S. Several special cases are also considered. All 
the proofs are found in Section 5. 
4.1, General Results 
The following two theorems afford the solution of the symmetric matrix 
equation: (1) the existence condition for a solution, (2) a parametrization of 
all the solutions. 
THEOREM 4.1. The symmetric matrix equation (4.1) has a solution 
K E 8 mX P if and only if the following four conditions hold: 
(I - BB+)Q(Z - BB+) = 0, (4.2) 
(Z-H+H)P(z-H+H) GO, (4.3) 
rank[( Z - H+H)P( Z - H’H)] < r, (4.4) 
AQV[Z -(R+SV)+R+SV] = 0, (4.5) 
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H := (I - RR+)& (4.6) 
P := Q - STR+S, (4.7) 
L := (I - H+H)BB+, (4.8) 
V := (I - H+H)(Z - LL+), (4.9) 
A := BB+( Z - L+L). (4.10) 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that the symmetric matrix equation (4.1) has a 
solution K, and define five matrices H, P, L, V, and A as in (4.61, (4.7), 
(4.8), (4.9), and (4.10), respectively. A class of all the solutions K E smxp 
satisfying (4.1) denoted by 3 is given by 
&%T= {K = ZC,RR++ K,(Z - RR+)IK1 EX;, K, l x&YJ}, (4.11) 
where XI and 2&K,) are given as follows: 
(1) Parametrization of ZI: 
+B+A[QV(H+SV)++ M,,(Z - R+SV(RfSV))+] 
+(I - B+B)M,z, 
v E 5~-(~-9)~(~-9), M,, E smx”, M,, E anxp , (4.12) 
where N and E are any factorizations of -(I - H+H)P(Z - H’H) and 
R’, respectively, i.e., 
NNT = -(I - H+H)P(Z - H+H), N E %““, (4.13) 
EET = R+, E E %rxr; (4.14) 
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V, and V, come from the singular-value decompositions of (I - LL+) N and 
VTSTE, i e * *> 
VTSTE = V 
[ 1 c OvT so 0 R’ 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
where C E %q*q consists of all nonzero singular values of (I - LL’) N and 
vTSTE; and y;c(r-q)x(r-q) is the class of all orthogonal matrices of dimen- 
sion (r - 4) X (r - 4). 
(2) Parametrization of x2( K,): 
XI(K,) = (K,~K, = B+(O,, + (I - L+L)S,AT)H+ 
+M, - B+BM2HHf, 
s, C9Jxn, M, E sz E smXp > 
, (4.17) 
where 9’; ’ n is the class of all skew symmetric matrices of dimension n x n, 
and O,, is given by 
@& := - + [P + (B&R + ST)R+(BKIR + ST)T](2Z - BB+) 
+ +(‘P;, - ‘&) BB+, (4.18) 
with 
*k, := ~L+(z - H+H)[P + (BK,R + s~)R+(BK~R + sT)I‘] 
+[I-Lf(Z-H+H)] 
x[P + (B&R + ST)R+(BK,R + ST)T]L+L. (4.19) 
REMARK 4.1. The class 3 in Theorem 4.2 has five free parameters 
V E Zr(r-q)x(r-q), M,, E ‘$Imx”, M,, E ‘31nxp, S, E9zx”, and M, E 
91mxp. 
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REMARK 4.2. From the first condition (4.2) in Theorem 4.1 and Property 
A.2 in Appendix A, we have 
(I - LL+)NNT( I - LL+) = VTSTEETSV 
or, equivalently, 
VTQV = 0. 
Consequently, there exist matrices V, and C satisfying (4.15) and (4.16) if the 
symmetric matrix equation (4.1) has a solution. 
4.2. Special Cases 
In this subsection, we consider two special cases of the symmetric matrix 
equation (4.1) with respect to R and show the reduced but important 
solutions. 
4.2.1. Case of R > 0. In this case, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 become the 
following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that R > 0. The symmetric matrix equation 
(4.1) has a solution K if and only if the following three conditions hold: 
(Z-BB+)Q(Z-RR+) =O, (4.20) 
p < 0, (4.21) 
rankP<p. (4.22) 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that the symmetric matrix equation (4.1) with 
R > 0 has a solution K. A class of all the solutions K E 31mxP satisfying 
(4.1) denoted by zr is given by 
V E y;c(P-9)x(P-9) M E ZmxP 
, (4.23) 
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where N and R’/’ are any factorizations of -P and R, respectively, i.e., 
NNT= -P, N E si”‘P, 
V, and V, come from the singular-value decompositions of (I - BB+) N and 
(I - BB+)STR-‘/‘, respectively, i.e., 
(Z-BB+)N=Vs ; ‘d VL’, 
[ 1 
(I - BB+)s~R-~/~ = V, t 
[ 1 g v;, 
where C E %qxq consists of all nonzero singular values of (I - BB+) N 
and (I - BB+)STR-‘/‘; and Y(P-q)‘(P-q) is the class of all orthogonal 
matrices of dimension ( p - q) X ( p - q). 
Additionally, if p > n, Corollary 4.1 reduces to the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that R > 0 and p 2 n. The symmetric matrix 
equation (4.1) has a solution K if and only if the following two conditions 
hold: 
(I - BB+)Q(Z - BB+) = 0, (4.24) 
P < 0. (4.25) 
4.2.2. Case of R = 0. We consider the symmetric matrix equation (4.1) 
with R = 0. In this case, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 lead to the following 
corollaries. 
COROLLARY 4.4. The symmetric matrix equation (4.1) with R = 0 has a 
solution K if and only if th f 11 e o owing three conditions hold: 
(I - BB+)Q( Z - BB+) = 0, (4.26) 
(I - S+S)Q(Z - S+S) = 0, (4.27) 
(I - LL+)( I - S+S)QBB+= 0, (4.28) 
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where L is defined by 
L = (I - s+s)BB+. (4.29) 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose that the symmetric matrix equation (4.1) with 
R = 0 has a solution K. A class of all the solutions K E smxp satisfying 
(4.11, denoted by X0, is given by 
XO={K]K = B+(O + (I - L+L)S,(Z - L+L)BB+)S++ M - B+BMSS+, 
S, ~~~~~~ M E %jmxp } (4.30) 
where L is defined in (4.29),Pcx n is the class of all skew-symmetric matrices 
of dimension n X n, and 0 is given by 
0 := -$Q(2Z - RR+) + i(V - Yr)BB+, (4.31) 
where 
‘P := 2L+( Z - S+S)Q + [I - L+( Z - S+S)]QL+L. (4.32) 
Additionally, suppose that rank S 2 n holds. Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5 
reduce to the following corollary. 
COROLLARY~.~. Suppose that R = 0 and rank S > n hold. The symmet- 
ric mat& equation (4.1) has a solution K if and only if the following 
condition holds : 
(I - BZ?+)Q( I - RR+) = 0. (4.33) 
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5. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS AND THE COROLLARIES 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The following lemma leads to Theorem 4.1 
directly. 
LEMMA 5.1. Define nine matrices H, P, L, V, A, N, E, V,, and V, as 
in (4.61, (4.71, (4.81, (4.91, (4.101, (4.131, (4.141, (4.15), and (4.16), respec- 
tively. The following f our statements are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a matrix K which satisfies the symmetric matrix equation 
(4.1). 
(ii) The following two conditions hold: 
(ii-a) 
(Z-BB+)Q(Z-BB+) =O. (5-l) 
(ii-b) There exists a matrix K, which satisfies the following two conditions: 
(I - H+H)[P + (BK,R + ST)R+(BKIR + ST)?‘](Z - H+H) = 0; 
(5.2) 
BB+(Q + BK,RR+S)V = 0. (5.3) 
(iii) The following four conditions hold: 
(iii-a) 
(iii-b) 
(Z-BB+)Q(Z-BB+) =O. 
(Z-H+H)P(Z-H+H)<o. 
(iii-c) 
rank[(Z - H+H)P(Z - H’H)] $ r. 
(iii-d) There exists a matrix K, ~2~ which satisfies the following equation: 
BB+(Q + Z&RR+S)V = 0, (5.4) 
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where %I is given by 
+B+(z - L+L)i@++ M,, - B+m41@+ 
v E y(r-9W(r-9), M,, E snxp, M,, E gmx” 
I 
, (5.5) 
in which Z;rCr-q)XCrpq) is the class of all orthogonal matrices of dimension 
Cr. - 4) x CT - 4). 
(iv) The four conditions (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) hold. 
Proof. The proof is in three steps. The first step proves that statements 
(i> and (ii) are equivalent. 
Step 1. We can rearrange the symmetric matrix equation (4.1) as 
follows: 
BKH + ( BZW)T + P + (BKR + ST)R+( BKR + # = 0. (5.6) 
It is easy to see that Equation (5.1) is equivalent to 
(I - BB+)[ P + (BK,R + S)R+( BK,R + S)T]( Z - BB+) = 0. (5.7) 
Also, we can see from Property A.2 in Appendix A that the equation (5.3) is 
equivalent to 
Vr[ P + (BK,R + S’)R+( BK,R + S’)T] BB+= 0. F-8) 
Necessity: Suppose that there exists a matrix K which satisfies (5.6). Then 
there exist matrices K, and K, which satisfies 
K = K,RR++ K,(Z - RR+). (5.9) 
Substituting (5.9) into (5.6) yields 
BK, H + ( BK, H)~ + P + ( BK,R + s’)R+( BK,R + sT)T = 0. 
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Apply Lemma B.l for the existence of K,, we have (5.7), (5.21, and (5.8). 
Consequently, (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) are required. 
Sufficiency: Suppose that (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) hold. Then there exists a 
matrix K, which satisfies the conditions (5.7), (5.2), and (5.3). Apply Lemma 
B.l, and we see that there exists a matrix K, which satisfies 
BK,H + ( BK,H)T + P + (BK,R + S’)R+( BK,R + ST)T = 0. 
Therefore, K = K,RR+ + K,( Z - RR+) satisfies (5.6), since 
B[ KIRR++ K,( Z - RR+)]R + ST = BK,R + ST, 
B[ K,ZXR++ K,( Z - RR+)] H = BK,H. 
Step 2. The equivalence of statements (ii) and (iii) is directly obtained 
by applying Lemmas A.1 and A.2. 
Step 3. Lastly, we will show the equivalence of the statements (iii) and 
(iv). Suppose that (iii-a), (iii-b), and (iii-c) hold. Expand and take the 
transpose of Equation (5.4); we have 
BB+QV + B&RR+SV = 0, (5.10) 
where Z?, is an element of %r. Substituting (5.5) into RKrm+ yields 
Consequently, the equation (5.10) turns out to be 
BB+QV + BB+L+ VzE+-(I - H+H)ST R+SV 
) 
+ A&R+SV = 0. 
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Consider the second term of this equation; we have 
BB+L+(N$ ;] V,TE+-(I - H+H)ST R+SV ) 
= BB+Lfh’VL V$E+R+SV - BB+L+(Z - H+H)STR+SV 
= BBfL+NVL 
[ 1 ‘4 O 0 v V,T(VTSTE)T - BBfL+(Z - H+H)STR+SV 
- BBfL+( Z - H+H)STR+SV 
= BB+L+NVL V,T - BBfL+(Z - H+H)STR+SV 
= BB+L+NNT(Z - LLf) - BB+L+(Z - H+H)STR+SV 
= -BB+L+ (I - H+H) PV - BB+L+ (I - H+H)STR+SV 
= -BB+L+ (I - H+H)QV 
= -BB+L+ (I - H+H)Q( Z - BB+)V 
= -BB+L+(Z - H+H)BB+Q(Z - BB+)V 
= -BB+L’LQV. 
Here, we use Property A.l, (4.16), (4.15), (4.131, Property A.2, and condition 
(iii-a) in each reduction. Therefore, the equation (5.10) can be rewritten as 
BB+QV - BB+L+LQV + AM,lRfSV = 0. 
Finally, we have 
A(&R+S + Q)V = 0. (5.11) 
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It is easily seen that the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
a matrix M,, which satisfies (5.11) is given by 
AQV = AA+AQV(R+SV)+ R+SV 
This directly leads to the equation (4.5). n 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Suppose that all the conditions in Theorem 4.1 
are satisfied. From the result of Lemma A.2, we have 
Q3z3+= B+L+( AA&[ k jj]v:E+-(Z - H+H)sqR+ 
+ B+A@llRR+f(Z - B+B)MlzRR+. (5.12) 
We can see from Lemma 5.1 that M,, in (5.11) can be expressed as 
M,, = A+AQV(R+SV)+ + M,, - A+AMrrR+SV(R+SV)+, (5.13) 
where M,, E %m2xn is an arbitrary matrix. Substitute it into (5.12); we 
directly obtain a parametrization of K, as shown in (4.12). 
Apply Lemma B.l to the equation (5.6); K, is easily obtained as 
parametrized in (4.17). W 
Proof of Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2. R > 0 implies H = 0, L = BB+, 
V = Z - BB’, and A = 0. Also we have rank R = p,, and E = R-l/‘. 
Consequently, (4.3) and (4.4) reduce to (4.21) and (4.22), respectively. 
The fourth condition (4.5) automatically holds. 
The solution K is given by K, in Theorem 4.2. Equation (4.23) is easily 
obtained. N, V,, and V, defined in the corollaries are the reduced versions of 
(4.13), (4.15), and (4.161, respectively. n 
Proof of Corollary 4.3. R > 0 and p > n imply rank R > n; thus the 
third condition (4.22) automatically holds. n 
Proof of Corollay 4.4. Since we assume that R = R+ = 0, we have 
H = S and rank R = 0. Consequently, (4.3) and (4.4) reduce to 
(I - s+s)Q(z - s+s> = 0. (5.14) 
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Similarly, we have 
R+SV = 0. 
Moreover, from Property A.2, (4.26), and (4.27), we have 
AQV = BB+QV - BB+L+LQV 
= BB+QV - BB+L+ (I - S+S) BB+QV 
= RB+QV - BB+L+(Z - S+S)BB+Q(Z - RB+)V 
= BB+QV - BB+L+ (I - S+S)Q( Z - BB+)V 
= RB+QV - BB+L+( Z - S+S)QV 
=BB+QV-BB+L+(Z-S+S)Q(Z-S+S)(Z-LL+) 
= BB+QV. 
Hence the fourth condition of Theorem 4.1 becomes (4.28) with the reduced 
version of the definition of L in (4.29). n 
Proof of Corolla y 4.5. The proof is straightforward. In this case, K = K,. 
Substituting R = 0 into (4.17), K can be immediately given in (4.30). n 
Proof of Corollary 4.6. The proof is again straightforward. Substitute 
rank S 2 n; then (4.27) and (4.28) automatically hold. Also we have * = 0, 
and K is reduced as shown in (4.6). n 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have derived a unified solution of the SCA problems for both 
continuous-time and discrete-time systems. The results contain the assignabil- 
ity conditions for the closed-loop state covariance matrix and parametrizations 
of all the feedback gains which assign the specified covariance. 
The advantages of the solution here are fourfold. First, we take into 
account the measurement noise to represent real control situations. Secondly, 
the solution is applicable to the design of dynamic compensators, since there 
is no assumption on the structure of the measurement noise. Thirdly, the 
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solution also includes the previous results on covariance control as special 
cases. Lastly, the solution unifies the solutions of the continuous-time and the 
discrete-time SCA problem, by introducing a unified mathematical problem 
based on a symmetric matrix equation. 
The results of this paper are important themselves; moreover, some of 
them are required in the SCA problem for sampled-data systems [2], where 
the intersample behaviors are taken into account for the definition of the 
covariance. 
However, we have not discussed how to obtain an assignable state 
covariance X, which was partly investigated in [6, 71. This is one of the 
interesting further issues related to this paper. Another is to derive the X 
assignability condition with an integral-type controller for robust tracking. 
APPENDIX A. LEMMAS FOR THE PROOFS OF THE 
MAIN THEOREMS 
Consider the following problem: Let matrices B E ‘3”’ m, Q E !IIflx “, 
R = R’ E % rxP, and S E %rx” be given where Q = Q*, R & 0, and 
rank R = r. Also, let H and P be as defined in (4.6) and (4.71, respectively. 
Solve the matrix equation 
(1 - H+H)[P + (B&R + ST)R+(BKIR + S’.)*](I - H+H) = 0 
(A.1) 
- 
for K,. 
Before deriving two lemmas, i.e., Lemmas A.1 and A.2, we will give two 
properties of the related matrices E and V. 
PROPERTY A. 1. The matrix E defined in (4.14) has the following 
properties: 
E+E = I,, 
(I - EE+)R+= 0, EE+= RR+= R+R, R+RE = E. 
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Proof. Since E ha f 11 1 s u co umn rank, E+ gives the right inverse of E. 
Hence, we have 
(I-EE+)R+=(Z-EE+)EET=O, 
RR+=(R+)+R+=(EE~)+EE~=(E~)+E+EE~=(EE+)~=EE+, 
R+RE =R+RE =EE+E =E. n 
PROPERTY A.2. The matrix V defined in (4.9) satisfies the following 
equations: 
BB+V =O, (Z-BB+)V= V. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward, as shown below: 
BB+V=BB+(Z-H+H)(Z-LL+)= [(z-Z,L+)Z,]T=o, 
(I - BB+)V = V - BB+V = V. n 
Now we will give the solution of the matrix equation (A.l). 
LEMMA A.l. The matrix equation (A.l) has a solution K, $and only if 
the following two conditions hold: 
(Z-H+H)P(z-H+H) GO, (A 4 
rank[( Z - H+H)P( Z - H+H)] ,< T. (A -3) 
Proof. Necessity: Expanding the equation (A.11 yields 
(I - H+H)(BKIR + ST)R+(BK,R + ST)?‘(Z - H+H) 
+(I-H+H)P(Z-H+H)=O. (A.4) 
It is obvious that the first term is positive semi definite; therefore we have 
(A.2). Also, since the rank of the first term is not more than rank R+ = r, the 
rank condition (A.3) is required. 
Sufficiency: Supp ose that (A.2) and (A.3) hold. Then there exists an 
n X r matrix N which satisfies Equation (4.13). Define K,, as 
G :=B+L+[h'V$;E+-(I-H+H)S']R+, 
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where L, E, V,, and V, are defined in (4.8), (4.141, (4.151, and (4.16), 
respectively. Then, by applying (4.15), (4.16), and Property A.1, we have 
(I - H+H)( B&R + ST)R+ 
= LL+NV$,TE+R+ + VTSTR+ 
= NV$;E+R+-(I - LL+)NV,V,TE+R++ VTSTR+ 
= NV VTE+R+- 
c 0 
L R V 
[ 1 So VTV VTE+R++ VTSTR+ o LLR 
= NV VTE+R+- L R VTSTR+ 
= NV,V,TE+R+ - VTSTEE+R+ + VTSTR+ 
= NV VTE+R+. L. R 
Consequently, from (4.14) and Property A.l, we obtain 
(I - H+H)( Bi?,,R + ST)R+(B&R + ST)T( Z - H+H) 
= NV,V, E+R+R( NVLVRE+R+)T 
= NVLVRE+R+(NV,V,E+)T 
= NV,V,TE+E( NVJ;E+E)T 
= hvLVZ( NVJ&yT 
= NNT. 
Therefore, we see that 
(I - H+H)[P + (B&R + ST)R+(B&R + ST)T](I - H+H) 
= (I - H+H)P( I - H+H) + NNT 
= 0 
and K, = K,, satisfies (5.2). n 
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LEMMA A.2 Suppose that (A.2) 
solutions K, E RrnXP 
and (A.3) hold. The class of all the 
satisfying (A.l), denoted by &, is given by (5.5). 
Proof. From the conditions (A.2) and (A.31, there exists an n X r- matrix 
N given by (4.13). Therefore, (A.4), i.e., (A.l), can be written as 
(Z - H+H)( BK,R + S’)R’( B&R + ST)T( z - H’H) = NNT. 
Applying Lemma B.3 to the above equation leads to 
(I - H+H)( B&R + ST)E = NU, 
where U is an orthogonal matrix. Apply Lemma B.2 to the above equation, 
and we see that k, exists if and only if 
(I - H+H)BB+FR+RE = NU - (I - H+H)STE 
has a solution F. It is seen from (4.8) and Property A.1 that the above 
equation becomes 
LFE=NU-(I-H+H)STE. (A-5) 
There exists an F satisfying (A.5) if and only if there is an orthogonal matrix 
U such that 
NU - (I - H+H)STE = LL+[NU - (I - H+H)STE]E+E. 
From Property A.l, this is equivalent to 
(I - LL+)N[( Z - LL+)NIT = VTSTE(VrSTE)T. 
Apply Lemma B.4 to the above; then we can see that U is expressed as 
u = v, 
[ I I, O 0 v VR’> 
where V, and Va is defined in (4.15) and (4.161, respectively. V is an 
arbitrary orthogonal matrix of dimension (T - 4) X (r - 4). We can see 
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from Lemma B.2 that Z, can be parametrized by 
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j?, = B+FR++ M,, - B+BMJ-IR+. 
The parametrization of F for (A.51 is given by 
F = L+ [ NU - (I - H+H)STE]E++ M,, - L+L%iIIEE+, 
where M,, E 3 “xP* is an arbitrary matrix. Therefore K, can be immediately 
written as (5.5). W 
APPENDIX B. MATHEMATICAL LEMMAS 
All the matrices in this appendix are locally defined, i.e., they have 
nothing to do with the matrices in the other sections or appendices even if 
the same symbols are used. 
LEMMA B.l. Z&matrices B E s2”‘“, C E BpX”, andQ = Q’ E snXn 
be given. The matrix equation 
BKC+(BKC)T+Q=O (B.1) 
has a solution K E %“‘*p if and only if the following three conditions hold: 
(I - BB+)Q(Z - BB+) = 0, 
(Z-C+C)Q(Z-C+C) =O, 
(I - LL+)(Z - C+C)QBB+= 0, 
where 
L := (I - C+C) BB+. 
In that case, all the solutions K are given by 
K = B+OC++ M - B+BMCC+, 
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where M E 3 mX P is arbitra y and 
0 := -;Q(2Z - BB+)C++ +(YrT - Yr)BB’ 
+(Z - L+L)S,(Z - L+L)BB+, 
W=2L+(Z-C+C)Q+ [I-L+(Z-C+C)]QL+L; 
here S, E Pknx n is an arbitrary skew-symmetric matrix. 
Proof. See Reference [lo]. n 
LEMMA B.2. Let matrices A E %““, B E RmxX, C E %P’q, D E 
zRqxr, and E E %lxr be given. A matrix equation 
ABKCD = E (B.2) 
has a solution K E .% n ’ P if and only if a matrix equation 
ABB+FC+CD = E (B.3) 
has a solution F E srnx q. In that case, all the solutions K are given by 
K=B+FC++M-B+BMCC+, (B.4) 
where M E % nXp is arbitrary. 
Proof. Necessity: Suppose that Equation (B.2) has a solution K. We 
have 
ABB+BKCC’CD = E. 
Then F = BKC satisfies the equation (B.3), and K is given by (B.4). 
Sufficiency: Suppose that equation (B.3) has a solution F. Then K = 
B+FC+ satisfies the equation (B.2). n 
The following two lemmas are shown in Reference [5]. 
LEMMA B.3. Let T,,T, E snXrn. Then T,TT = T,Tl if and only if 
T, = T,V holds for an orthogonal matrix V E 8 mX m. 
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LEMMA B.4. Let T,, T, E %nx” and T,TT = T,T,?‘. Then the class of all 
orthogonal matrices V which satisfy TI = T,V can be expressed as 
V=E FT, 
where E and F come from the singular-value decompositions of T, and T2, 
respectively, i.e., 
T,=N ’ ’ FT, T,=N ; ; ET, 
[ 1 0 0 [ 1 
where C E M PxP consists of all nonzero singular values of T, and T2, and 
U E 912(“‘~p)x(m -P) is an arbitrary orthogonal matrix. 
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